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Agricultural trends and paths toward the future— 
A conference summary
by David B. Oppedahl, business economist
On December 1, 2009, the Chicago Fed held a conference that examined issues shaping 
the future of Midwest agriculture, with a focus on public policy implications. This conference 
gathered experts from academia, industry, and policy institutions to discuss trends and 
possibilities for agriculture in the region and across the nation.
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other­sources­had­been­expected­to­Midwestern agriculture has a future filled with promise,  





























































































































































Vice President and Director of Research; Douglas­D.­Evanoff,­
Vice President,­financial studies; Jonas­D.­M.­Fisher,­
Vice President, macroeconomic policy research; Daniel­
Aaronson, Vice President, microeconomic policy research; 
William­A.­Testa,­Vice President, regional programs, and 
























How the public weighs the risks to agriculture compared with 
those of other enterprises will be crucial in the debate over 































































































































Public policy and Midwest agriculture
Tamara­A.­White,­Illinois­Farm­Bureau,­
addressed­the­role­of­public­policy­in­
shaping­the­future­of­Midwest­agricul-
ture.­White­shared­what­she­thought­1­The­Seventh­Federal­Reserve­District­
comprises­all­of­Iowa­and­most­of­Illinois,­
Indiana,­Michigan,­and­Wisconsin.
the­policy­objectives­for­U.S.­agriculture’s­
future­should­be:­maintaining­a­positive­
agricultural­trade­balance,­boosting­
energy­production,­assisting­global­
food­security,­and­mitigating­climate­
change.­She­noted­that­in­recent­years­
U.S.­agriculture­has­experienced­cost-
lier­regulations,­fought­to­maintain­its­
competitiveness­globally,­and­become­
more­concentrated­among­fewer­oper-
ators­as­the­size­of­operations­has­in-
creased.­To­find­enough­opportunities­
for­the­output­from­extremely­produc-
tive­farmland,­the­Midwest­will­need­to­
take­advantage­of­its­strong­financial,­
energy,­food,­and­transportation­indus-
tries,­plus­its­excellent­resources­for­re-
search­and­development.
Robert­L.­Thompson,­University­of­
Illinois­at­Urbana–Champaign,­talked­
about­how­public­policy­might­shape­
Midwest­agriculture’s­future.­Given­U.S.­
agriculture’s­vast­capacity­for­production,­
Thompson­emphasized­that­output­will­
continue­to­exceed­domestic­demand­
and­will­flow­into­growing­foreign­mar-
kets.­Population­and­economic­growth­
in­low-income­countries­will­present­the­
greatest­opportunities­for­exports,­lead-
ing­to­demand­rising­the­most­for­animal­
products­and­edible­oils.­With­global­
constraints­on­land­and­water,­the­
Midwest­will­have­a­comparative­advan-
tage­in­meeting­the­world’s­demand­for­
these­products.­However,­the­current­
stalemate­in­negotiations­among­mem-
bers­of­the­World­Trade­Organization­
(regarding­subsidies­on­agricultural­pro-
duction,­among­other­issues)­will­need­
resolution­before­the­midwestern­econo-
my­can­fully­realize­this­potential­growth­
in­food­exports.­Moreover,­the­competi-
tiveness­of­the­food­and­agriculture­sec-
tor­will­be­affected­increasingly­by­a­wide­
array­of­national­and­state­policies,­not­
just­the­traditional­subsidization­of­com-
modities.­Future­farm­policy­must­answer­
questions­about­the­mix­of­funding­for­
investments­in­rural­development­versus­
payments­to­individual­operations.­Also,­
the­split­between­payments­for­farmers­
to­produce­specific­commodities­and­
payments­for­farmers­to­produce­their­
own­choices­of­crops­will­have­important­
implications­for­output­and­profitability.­
Thompson­said­that­the­greater­riskiness­
inherent­in­farming­(from­unforeseen­
weather­conditions,­resource­constraints,­
and­volatile­commodity­prices,­among­
other­factors)­builds­a­strong­case­for­
a­safety­net­of­farm­revenue­funded­by­
federal­taxpayers.­Hence,­how­the­pub-
lic­weighs­the­risks­to­agriculture­com-
pared­with­those­of­other­enterprises­
will­be­crucial­in­the­debate­over­the­
future­of­farm­policy.
Ann­Tutwiler,­USDA,­discussed­the­global­
nature­of­food­insecurity,­which­has­been­
intensified­by­commodity­price­spikes­
in­recent­years.­She­argued­that­U.S.­
agricultural­policy­should­take­a­more­
comprehensive­approach­that­involves­
coordination­with­other­national­gov-
ernments­and­multilateral­institutions.­
Moreover,­the­nations­receiving­funds­
from­the­U.S.­should­expect­to­be­held­
accountable­by­the­U.S.­for­meeting­
mutually­agreed-upon­development­
goals.­Also,­agricultural­policy­should­
emphasize­investments­in­infrastructure­
and­agricultural­research,­Tutwiler­con-
tended,­so­that­productivity­improves.­
Global­investments­in­agriculture­will­
be­vital­to­the­future­of­the­rural­poor,­
who­have­the­most­to­gain­from­such­
efforts.­Yet­the­Midwest­also­stands­to­
benefit­from­the­growing­number­of­
markets­for­its­agricultural,­manufac-
turing,­and­service­exports.
Conclusion
Overall,­the­conference­outlined­a­bright­
future­for­midwestern­agriculture,­even­
though­we­face­many­global,­national,­
and­regional­challenges.­Because­of­the­
Seventh­District’s­comparative­advantages,­
including­plentiful­water­and­productive­
land,­agriculture­will­remain­an­impor-
tant­sector­here,­providing­many­oppor-
tunities­for­growth­as­policy­evolves.